New Art Instruction Video Released by Huihan Liu About Expressive Figure Painting

Liliedahl Art Videos has just released a new instructional video from Huihan Liu titled “Expressive Figure Painting.” The video includes Huihan’s step-by-step process for painting expressive figures in oil with a loose, yet realistic feel, in the vein of artists like John Singer Sargent.

BOCA RATON, Fla. (PRWEB) August 05, 2018 -- Liliedahl Art Videos has just released a new instructional video from Huihan Liu titled “Expressive Figure Painting.” The video includes Huihan’s step-by-step process for painting expressive figures in oil with a loose, yet realistic feel, in the vein of artists like John Singer Sargent.

This is an over-11-hour, in-depth exploration of figure painting as Huihan Liu paints four different poses, paying attention to light and shadow shapes, color, and composition. He begins with an introduction to color mixing using a limited palette; students will be amazed at the range of color they can create with only three colors plus white.

Huihan then takes students through the painting process on each pose, from leading the eye with abstract shape patterns, to painting techniques for working thin, thick, or opaquely, to brushstrokes for accents and details. From there, students choose their favorite pose, and use all the painting lessons they have learned to create a fabulously fresh yet finished figure painting as they paint along with Huihan, step by step. Students will take their figure painting skills to the next level with Huihan Liu as their guide. Watch as he uncovers the secrets to painting figures with expressive color and composition.

“Most important is the light and shadow to give you the feeling you are looking for.” — Huihan Liu

Other Lessons Included in This Video:
Using timed painting sessions for spontaneous results
Color mixing with a limited color palette
Color lessons for painting skin tones and colorful whites
Tips for quick decision-making
Composition lessons for strong paintings that lead the eye and make an impact
Brushstroke techniques for minimal strokes, maximum expression
No overworking — keep your paintings fresh and lively

Outline:
Introduction and Color Mixing
Pose 1: Foreshortened Front View
Pose 2: Semi-Reclined Side View
Pose 3: Seated Three-Quarter View
Pose 4: Standing Side View
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 1: Review the Subject
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 1: Charcoal Drawing
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 1: Transparent Underpainting
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 1: Block in Face and Hair
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 1: Develop the Face
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 1: Complete the Block-In
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 1: Make Adjustments
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 2: Continue on the Face
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 2: Paint the Hands
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 2: Develop the Body
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 2: Add Accents
Finished Painting Demonstration Day 2: Final Adjustments

About the Artist
A master signature member of the Oil Painters of America and the American Impressionist Society and an artist signature member of California Art Club, Huihan Liu was trained in the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Art in China in 1972 with a BA, and earned an MFA from the Academy of Art College of San Francisco in 1989. Over more than 35 years of his professional career as an illustrator, teacher, and painter, he has won many awards, including the Best of Show Award in the Oil Painters of America Regional Exhibition in 1996, Gold Medal for Best Painting in the California Art Club’s 92nd Annual Juried Exhibition, Best of Show in Painting/John Scott People’s Choice Award at the Western Rendezvous of Art, Gold Medal in the Master Signature Division at the Oil Painters of America Western Regional Show, First Place in the Ninth Annual Mission San Juan Capistrano Plein Air Painting Event/ Wilmington Trust Purchase Collection, the Brinton Museum Purchase Awards Permanent Collection, and Finalist in the 13th Art Renewal Center Salon. Huihan Liu has been featured in Art of the West magazine, The Artist's magazine, Southwest Art magazine, and International Artists magazine.

About Liliedahl Video Productions
Liliedahl Video Productions has been producing art instruction videos for 29 years and was a pioneer in the art instruction business. Founded by artist Johnnie Liliedahl and husband Ralph Liliedahl, Liliedahl Video Productions continues to produce, film, edit, and market art instruction and demonstration videos (streaming and DVD) for some of the best known, most admired and successful award-winning artists in the United States.

Attention, Editors: To view a promo for this video, please visit: https://LiliArtVideo.com/liu-press

If you’re a member of the press and would like a link to an editorial review copy of this video for free, and to provide a testimonial, please contact Sue Henry at shenry(at)streamlinepublishing.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.